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Well, W3C stands for World Wide Web Consortium. The W3C is an organization which is
responsible for providing a set of protocols, which help in maintaining a standard of code throughout
all the websites. These guidelines help in eliminating the code incompatibility issues which occur
daily in hundreds of web browsers. Although the standards are just guidelines, but still most of the
engineers prefer to stick to these guidelines to maintain uniformity throughout their pages. Many
companies hiring web solutions providers make sure that the custom software development
company they are hiring is providing W3C validated codes.

The world of the internet certainly needs some level of standardization. It helps in making it a global
medium which provides interoperability between two machines to share and exchange information.
The W3C has provided these guidelines so that all the pages on the internet look alike even on
different browsers. They also provide support and tutorials for the software development engineers
and web solutions providers so that they can work effectively. A good custom software development
company will always code according to the W3C guidelines. The W3C guidelines are extremely
important for the web pages which are developed using CSS. It is due to the efforts of W3C that it is
possible to view a webpage with same functionalities in all the operating systems and web browsers.

It is impossible for a web developer to check his/her or her code on every single browser that is why
a good custom software development company prefers on writing the code according to the W3C
standards. Working on certain standards for the development of a project makes it easier for both
the web solutions and the software development team to reach the desired objective with least
errors and failures. Although W3C standards provide many benefits and advantages but still many
of the developers donâ€™t use these validations completely. It is due to the reason that most of the
HTML editors available in the market do not provide fully validated code.

Macromedia Dream weaver is the only HTML editor which provides code with the latest validation
guidelines. Microsoft FrontPage builds pages exclusively for Internet Explorer that is why pages built
in FrontPage are incompatible with most of the browsers. Although there are many HTML editors
but Dream weaver is the most widely among all of them. If you hire a custom software development
company, then all these responsibilities will be handled by that company. They will provide you with
a team of web solutions expert and software development engineers who will be responsible to
provide you with all the website development services.

A custom software development company may suggest you to provide hand coding service for your
website, but all software development engineers are not well versed with the latest validations of
W3C. Many of the developers prefer to ignore these guidelines as they affect only 35% of the users.
A web solutions team will not be able to provide you with the full functionalities and fancy features if
they completely follow the W3C guidelines.
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proven track record of 100 percent success rate.
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